Riverina Pilot Joint Organisations
Riverina Pilot Joint
Organisation: Member
Councils:
1. Bland
2. Coolamon
3. Cootamundra
4. Greater Hume
5. Gundagai
6. Junee
7. Lockhart
8. Temora
9. Tumbarumba
10. Tumut
11. Urana
12. Wagga Wagga
13. Goldenfields Water County
Council
14. Riverina Water County
Council

Statement of Regional Priorities


Regional Transport Planning


JO Function Areas: Regional Planning and Intergovernmental Collaboration

 Will build on the existing eastern Riverina Freight Transport Plan expanding it to

develop Industry Freight Corridors for:
○

Grain Freight
○ Livestock Freight
○ Timber Freight, this part of the project will be conducted in close collaboration with the SE
Softwoods Working Group; and
○ General Freight




State agencies that will be part of the collaboration – DPC, Transport for NSW, RMS, Trade and
Investment, Cross Border Commissioner, DoP and RDA-Riverina.

Development of a Regional Approach to Planning




JO Function Areas: Regional Planning and Intergovernmental Collaboration

This regional priority would deal with:





Developing a relationship with DoP in order to implement a Regional Approach to Planning
Developing a Regional Growth Plan
Developing sub-regional Land Management plans
Regional Land Use Planning – developing an approach that would minimise council
requirements for DoP sign off on individual council plans if a regional plan was in place.
- State agencies that will be part of the collaboration - DPC, Department of Planning, Cross Border
Commission and OEH.

Statement of Regional Priorities


Water and Wastewater




JO Function Areas: Regional Planning and Intergovernmental Collaboration

Activities in this area identified for action are:
○

Implementing Best Practice in Water and Sewerage Management
○ Consistent definitions for water restrictions across the region
○ Integrated Water Cycle Management
○ Country Towns Water & Sewerage Fund/Infrastructure Investment

- State agencies that will be part of the collaboration – DPC,
Office of Water, OEH, Cross Border Commissioner and DoP



. Other Intergovernmental Collaboration Projects
○



Roads and Maritime Services (RMS)
○



JO Function Areas: Intergovernmental Collaboration
Ongoing discussions with the RMS about the operation of the RMS arrangements in particular and service
delivery in general are very important. The project will focus on ways in which arrangements can be made more
effective and efficient for all stakeholders.

Family and Community Services (FACS)
○

Mapping service delivery in the region.

Project Delivery
This has been a successful approach.
 Three Tier Structure:


1. Strategic Level – Board and Executive
2. Working Parties – State Agencies and JO Reps
Provide overall direction to Technical Committees for projects and
consider feedback from Technical Committees and direction from
the Board

3. Technical Committees – REROC council staff,

operational staff from agencies and industry where
appropriate.
Most of the “concrete” project work occurs at this level.

What we have worked on


Planning
 Regional Growth Plan – input into the Plan
 Industrial Land Mapping Project
 Scoping for a Regional Plan



Transport Planning
 Update of the Regional Freight Transport Plan
 Updating the Assessment Matrix for the Transport

Plan
 Sourcing Volume and Value data for the Plan
 Working with the RMS on developing new
approaches to roads’ funding

What we have worked on


Water and Waste Water
 Started working on Best Practice in water

management
 Working on Integrated Water Cycle Management
○ Aim is to identify projects that need to be completed by

councils that can be undertaken on a cluster basis,
perhaps via a group tender.
 Working on common descriptions for water restrictions

across the region
 Developing a regional Water and Waste Water Asset
Management Plan
○ We are collating the information from existing plans with

a view to identifying common asset issues that can be
addressed regionally

What we have worked on


Advocacy and Lobbying
 We have continued to lobby on issues that

are impacting on our member councils which
include:
○ Street lighting costs
○ The failure of the National Television and

Computer Recycling Scheme in country areas
○ Rural Fire Service costs

What we know…
REROC is a very effective ROC and this helps
us to be an effective JO.
 The State agencies that we have worked with
are agencies that, in the main, we already
have a good relationship.


 (We have been able to develop them further.)



Our members place a very high value on the
operational/resource sharing activities that the
ROC undertakes and do not want this lost.

What we have learned…
JO work is resource intensive…it will not be
possible to maintain the operational/resource
sharing activities and the JO’s core activities
without additional staffing and therefore
funding.
 Local government is the main driver of the JO
activities. It is always the lead agency.
 Collaboration always requires compromise –
it is important that this is a two-way street and
local issues must be accepted as valid.


What we have learned…









JOs are going to cost a lot more to run…
REROC has estimated an additional $150,000 $200,000 per year (this excludes any proposal to
pay sitting fees).
Benefits will be generated through regional activities,
however to deliver the operational activities more
staffing will be required…this has not been factored
in.
REROC believes that as some of the benefits of the
JO’s core activities will flow to the State as well as
LG, the State should make a contribution to the
funding of the JO.
We believe that if the State contributes funds to the
JO then it is more likely that the State agencies will
be pro-active participants.

What we want…


Our members have agreed that a JO should
have:
 flexibility and the ability to respond to new






situations and regional priorities;
The ability to be a platform that would be a
successful interface with State and Federal
Governments;
involve effective shared services, including the
capacity to enter into contracts;
have the ability to form business units and to
generate own-source revenue; and
have the capacity for councils to delegate any
functions they choose to the JO.

What we want…
The ability to determine the details of the
structure and governance of the JO – there
should not be a one-size-fits all approach.
 Members to have the ability to determine how
they will reach their decisions.
 Members to make the final determination on the
JO’s priorities and what work will be undertaken
(this should be done in consultation with the
relevant state agencies). If the State government
agrees to partially fund the JOs then there could
be provision for State agencies to influence the
final work plan.


What we don’t want…


Members don’t want to pay significantly
more than they are currently paying for a
functioning RoC .



Finally if the regional body moves away from
its operational / resource sharing activities,
because of financial and time costs, then
this will not be seen as a beneficial change,
especially for smaller rural councils

